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The World 
Takes Note
Cadence is flattered to be the subject 
of a six page feature article in the cur-
rent issue of Hugh Johnson’s World of 
Fine Wine (Issue 25). Wine writer Bruce 
Schoenfeld brings fine writing and a 
thoughtful perspective on our pursuit 
of a vision singular in Washington State 
to craft wines that focus on terroir, “in-
tensity without weight,” and a balance of 
the fine line that allows the wines both to 
drink well immediately and to strengthen 
their personality with age.

For those of you relatively new to Cadence 
wines, the article provides an entertaining 
history of Cadence 
and examines why 
Cadence and Wash-
ington wines in gen-
eral remain as yet un-
discovered to a large 
portion of the wine 
drinking world. 

Schoenfeld compares the superior vineyards of Wash-
ington to the grand cru land of Burgundy and notes 
that ‘Washington’s push and pull of bright, vivid fla-
vors and formidable tannins distances it from the unc-
tuous, high-octane Cabernets and Cabernet blends 
that characterize Napa Valley.’ He notes that, “More 
than the vast majority of New World producers, Ben is 
determined to render terroir in the bottle.”

Schoenfeld affirms that on top of a “growing stack of 
positive reviews,” Cadence wines are aging beautifully. 
Recently tasting the 1999 Ciel du Cheval, Schoenfeld 
describes, “it has retained that appealing freshness, and 
its personality has strengthened as it has moved into 
middle age.” When tasting the 2001 Bel Canto he ef-
fuses, “I recognized the telltale brightness of Washing-
ton and the Bing cherry and red raspberry flavors that 

h a r mon i z e d 
well with my sand-
wich of pulled pork. 
But there was also 
something more aus-
tere about the wine 
that would have 
brought me straight 
to the Right Bank 

[of Bordeaux] if I hadn’t known better: some tobacco, 
some licorice, some dust.” Schoenfeld’s conclusion on 
an elusive note in the wine that kept him musing on the 
plane ride home – “It tasted like Cheval Blanc.” 

A number of our Washington state colleagues contrib-
uted comments to the article. We are honored to have 
their respect. Tip of the hat to Peter Dow of Cavatappi 
Distribuzione who insists that, “Ben’s wines will, in his 
lifetime, become well known and famous.”

So pull the cork on one of those Cadence bottles you’ve 
carefully cellared, sit back with a glass and The World 
of Fine Wine and congratulate yourself for already 
having discovered the wines of Cadence. 

*You can find a link to the full article on our web site: 
  www.cadencewinery.com

“More than the vast majority of New World 
producers, Ben is determined to render terroir 
in the bottle…”

– Bruce Schoenfeld, World of Fine Wine, Issue 25
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In this newsletter we tip our hats to the mighty oak tree, 
the barrels into which it is fashioned, and the profound 
impact it has on our wine.

Wooden barrels as storage vessels for wine were introduced as 
far back as ancient Mesopotamia. Evidently these palm-wood 
barrels were difficult to fabricate and the resulting wine didn’t 
score well with Robert Parker, so the search was on to find a 
more suitable wood. By the time Romans ruled the world sat-
isfactory sources had been discovered, chiefly chestnut and oak. 
Oak is now the predominant barrel material choice worldwide.

Impact of Wood
It is hard to overstate the impact barrels have on red wine. The 
most overt effect is flavor. Barrels can impart flavors ranging 
from sweet vanilla to allspice to green dill to smoky char. Second-
ary influences come from the slow aging and oxygenating effects 

of the porous wood during the time the wine 
is in contact with the barrel. It is the respon-
sibility of the winemaker to manage these 
characteristics to best effect; a good cooperage 
will maintain the consistency of these charac-
teristics from barrel to barrel and year to year. 

Barrel flavors are the sum of the raw materials and the manner in 
which they are treated through the final barrel assembly. Oak for-
ests are found throughout the northern hemisphere in all temperate 
climates. Gaye and I buy exclusively French barrels, although barrels 
are made in the United States, Hungary, Slovenia, and many other re-
gions. Quercus sessiliflora is the species most widely grown in France, 
principally in the forests of Troncais, Limousin, Nevers, and Vosges. 
Quercus alba is the predominant oak species in America. The French 
have been managing their forests effectively for years; suffice it to say 
that barring disastrous climate change we will continue to have re-
newable wood for barrels. 

I find the forest to be less of an influence on barrel character than 
the aging and toasting methods used by the cooperage, or tonnellerie. 
100+ year old trees are selected for their size and grain, felled, and 
split into barrel stave blanks. The staves are aged from one to three 
years stacked outdoors, allowing rainfall to begin leaching out harsh 

tannins from the wood. Tasting the barrels coo-
pered in 2004 was interesting, one year after 
one of the driest years on record in France. The 
tannins were noticeably stronger than in years 
before and since – a direct result of lower rain-
fall in 2003.

Once air drying is complete, the barrels are shaped and assembled, 
and the most important step occurs – toasting. Toasting involves 
building a fire inside the headless barrel and slowly charring the inte-
rior to a desired degree of doneness – not unlike grilling a steak! This 
is an extremely proprietary process each tonnellerie guards carefully. 
The material used for the fire, intensity (temperature), duration, and 
water (steam) infusions can all deeply affect the flavors of the barrel. 

Oxygen
Barrels have additional effects on wine – slow oxidation leading to 
polymerization of tannins, concentration through slow evaporation, 
and, in the correct environment, alcohol reduction. Oxygen assists 
short chain tannins to link together, or polymerize, softening the 
tannic impression over time. Oak’s microscopic structure allows the 
outward transfer of water and alcohol vapor and 
inward transfer of oxygen. A young red wine’s 
hard tannins benefit from the presence of low 
levels of oxygen while in barrel. This is why Ital-
ian producers age reserve Barolo and Barbaresco 
Nebbiolo (an incredibly tannic grape) for up to 
7 years in barrel! 

There are dozens of cooperages in the world from which to choose. 
We have always experimented with different cooperages, toast levels, 
and forests. Our goal is to find barrels that, first and foremost, are not 
coarse, harsh or aggressive in any sensory way. We do not want to taste 
obvious oak in our wine! Oak flavors should only frame and enhance 
the wine in the way a fine sauce accentuates the flavors of the entrée. 

We’re currently using three cooperages: Tonnellerie Taransaud, high-
ly allocated, extremely expensive, and worth every penny. The barrels 
disappear into the wine, becoming a structural component without 
being intrusive. Tonnellerie Sylvain offers many of the same qualities 
with a little more spiciness thrown in. Tonnellerie Darnajou offers 
a different flavor profile altogether. The barrels smell of cardamom 
and cinnamon, and less of toasted oak. They are uniquely suited to 
Merlot and Cabernet Franc, and we reserve them almost exclusively 
for the Cara Mia Vineyard.

 BS

Barrel Talk: The Relationship of Wood to Wine



2007 Ciel du Cheval vineyard 
Red Mountain
39% Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Cabernet Franc, 
 13% Merlot, 13% Petit Verdot
Super sensuous aromatics of spice and blueberries. Cool, 
brisk flavors of berries and plums leavened by bright acidity. 
There are many layers here, waiting to unfold with time  
in the glass. The finish caresses the palate with deep fruit 
and very fine grained long tannins. This will age gracefully 
for a decade or longer.

2007 TapTeil vineyard
Red Mountain
56% Cabernet Sauvignon, 33% Cabernet Franc, 11% Merlot
This is our tenth bottling of Larry and Jane Pearson’s superb 
vineyard, and a wonderful decade has it been! Altogether 
deeper black fruit than Ciel du Cheval combined with a 
powerful sense of Tapteil dust, a signature trait of this 
vineyard. There is a solid core of massive blackberry and 
black plum fruit. The freshness of the vintage is present in 
the slight orange peel accents on the palate. The tannins 
are typically Tapteil: big, ripe, long and dense. Tapteil really 
shines at the dinner table where its more formidable tannins 
can play off a juicy steak or hearty stew.

2007 Bel CanTo, Cara Mia vineyard
Red Mountain
62% Cab Franc, 31% Merlot, 7% Petit Verdot
This, of all our 2007s, takes the most time to open up in the 
glass or decanter. Initially reticent, Bel Canto blossoms into 
a perfumed potpourri of baking spice, black fruit and intense 
minerality. It has the roundest mouthfeel and softest tannins 
of all the 2007s, though the tannins have a sneaky length, 
fine grain and expanding quality through the finish that 
bodes well for aging. This is our finest Bel Canto to date;  
a wine that will reward patience and time in your cellar.

2007 CaMeraTa, Cara Mia vineyard
Red Mountain
85% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc,  
5% Merlot, 5% Petit Verdot
Briary deep cherry fruit and baking spice; classic cabernet 
nose! This will take time to unfold, there is huge deep fruit, 
an expansive mouthfeel but in a monolithic package. The 
tannins wrap through the spicy finish (I guess I really like 
our tannin management!) and promise to allow Camerata  
to develop for a long time. 

Cadence in the Press!

We should be included in Issue 185 of the Wine Advocate. Stephen 
Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar November Issue 147 will review 
our 2007 vintage, and look for great commentary from Steve to back 
up his informal comments mentioned in the Tasting Notes Section 
of the newsletter. Finally, Sunset Magazine should feature comments 
and photos of Coda in the Wine Awards Issue in November. Wine & 
Spirits Magazine’s December 2009 issue will feature 2006 Bel Canto 
as one of the year’s top Bordeaux blends!

A NOTE ON CADENCE AGE WORTHINESS

Bruce Schoenfeld’s article and calls from folks who have cellared 
our wine over the years prompted us to dive into the cellar to see 
how various vintages are aging. Briefly, here are the results: Hold 
the 1999, 2003 and younger vintages. It is time to savor the 1998s, 
2000s, 01s and 02s, though we’ve had many reports that these 
vintages have lots of life in them, too. They happen to be the ripest 
vintages for us, and unless the bottles have been stored faithfully at 
55 degrees I would suggest they will hold well for a few more years 
but not improve with additional bottle age. Drop us a line if you try 
our older wine; we’d love to hear from you!

Upcoming Events

November 7, 2009

Cadence Annual Open House, 11am - 5pm

December 5 & 12, 2009

South Seattle Artisan Wineries (SSAW) Open House, 1pm - 5pm

Winemaker’s Dinners

Look for an upcoming dinner winemaker’s dinner with Matt’s in the 
Market this winter. We will also put on an encore presentation of 
our Volterra evening as there were twice as many requests as seats!  
Please check our web site for details as dates are set.

A Word on the 2009 Harvest 

As we go to press the 2009 vintage is complete! We pulled the Mer-
lot clones 348 and 181 from the Cara Mia Vineyard on September 
3rd, the earliest harvest on record and nine days earlier than 2008. 
Harvest ended on September 22nd with Ciel du Cheval Cabernet 
Sauvignon. Spring was cool, June warm and July extremely hot. 
These condition kept a lid on yields (although we still dropped 
significant fruit from Cara Mia Vineyard) and limited berry size. 
August was warm – but not too hot with few days above 94 degrees 
– ensuring that ripening proceeded at a furious pace. September 
cooled from August’s low nineties, and promises to preserve great 
acidity and verve in the fruit. It feels very much like the 2007 vin-
tage we’re releasing this year.

Vintage 2007 Tasting Notes 

Two short years ago I touted 2005 as the best vintage I’d ever seen.  
Had my crystal ball been clearer, I would have waited!  2007, our 
second Cara Mia vintage, has the laser focus of 2005 with deeper, 
purer fruit.  Stephen Tanzer said of our 2007 vintage “Here, too, 
the last couple of vintages strike me as the best yet. They definitely 
show less of the green (cabernet franc-influenced) Bordeaux side 
and more sweetness of fruit and mass appeal. But I liked the older 
wines very much as well.”

Ben & Gaye dancing on the barrels
©1998 Hans Matschukat, used with permission



2007 Vintage Release 
Free Shipping Special Offer

Orders of one case or more submitted and 
paid for by November 7, 2009 receive free 
shipping and a 15% discount.

Case discounts after November 7th are our 
usual 10%.

SAVE THE DATE! OPEN HOUSE NOVEMBER 7, 2009
Visit	us	at	www.cadencewinery.com	for	other	events	and	details

9320 15th Avenue So., Unit CF
Seattle, Washington 98108
www.cadencewinery.com

Annual Fall Release Open House

Save the date! Our 2009 Open House is coming 
up on November 7th, from 11am to 5pm.  

Every autumn we open the 
winery to our mailing list and 
friends for the biggest party 
of the year.  Gaye outdoes 
herself in choosing artisanal 
cheese and salumi from Ar-
mandino Batali, the nation’s 
godfather of cured meats.

We pour barrel samples, 
library releases and, of 
course, the new 2007 vintage 
lineup.  Steve Tanzer raved 
that this is our best set of 
new releases yet, and I’m not 
going to argue with him.

BS

Gaye McNutt and Benjamin Smith 
are the owners of Cadence. 
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